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GLOBAL FUZZY CONTROL BASED ON CELL MAPPING

by
Tea-Quin Kim

Cell mapping methods can generate global optimal controls for nonlinear dynamic systems. However, the implementation of this approach for on-line control is difficult due to its use of a table-based controller which requires a large amount of memory.

In this dissertation, a cell mapping based systematic method is developed to construct a fuzzy controller to replace the table-based controller for global optimal control of dynamic systems. The method consists of four steps: 1) An optimal control table is generated using a cell mapping algorithm. 2) The cells are linked into trajectories to characterize the optimal dynamic evolution of various cell. 3) The trajectories are classified into groups of similar trajectories so as to represent global optimal controls for the entire cell space with a number of representative trajectory groups. 4) Based on the input-output relations of these trajectory groups, which represent the states and controls of the corresponding cells, a set of fuzzy rules are generated for a fuzzy controller.

With the method of grouping trajectories developed in this dissertation, controls for the entire space can be expressed corresponding to trajectory groups instead of cells with a reduced number of trajectory groups. This reduces the complexity of constructing the global fuzzy controller compared with developing rules based on the control data of all the cells. The developed method is applied to the ship navigation and car parking problems to show the applicability of the method to two and three dimensional problems.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Cell mapping methods can generate global optimal controls for nonlinear dynamic systems [1, 2]. This approach involves dividing the continuous state space into finite discrete cells and numbering them in order. There are two main features that distinguish this method from others in optimal control studies. First, it performs a global analysis for any given state space, and optimal trajectories for all possible initial states can be determined simultaneously. Second, obstacles in the work space do not increase difficulties in analysis but, instead, lessen the computation burden.

Often, a cell mapping method is used to create an optimal trajectory off-line. In principle, the method can be easily implemented for on-line feedback control by generating a table of optimal controls for all cell states. In the implementation, at each sampling time a system state is measured and the cell corresponding to this state is checked against the optimal control table to look for the control to use in the next time interval. However, since the cell mapping method is an approximate method, the issue of solution accuracy needs to be addressed if the method is to become a viable one for practical closed-loop control applications. Moreover, a problem with table-based control is that the table can be very large, especially if the system has many inputs and outputs. This, in turn, increases the memory requirement, thus affecting the implementation cost of the system. Table-based control often gives a bumpy response as the controller jumps from one table value to another.
The method of cell mapping has been used to solve various engineering problems [3, 4, 5, 6, 12], and it has been incorporated in various studies such as the construction of a fuzzy-neural system [7, 8, 9]. The drawbacks of a cell space optimal controller can be remedied by constructing a fuzzy controller from the cell mapping data. From the perspective of cell mapping, a fuzzy-neural system can provide a mechanism to replace the table-based control, thus improving control smoothness and reducing computer memory and computational burden. From the perspective of a fuzzy-neural system, a cell mapping method is useful as follows:

i) The optimal control strategy obtained from cell mapping can be incorporated into the fuzzy controller. The strategy cannot be extracted by human experts in a systematic way for nonlinear dynamical systems, especially those with the existence of inequality constraints. The optimality is realized by deriving optimal rules and/or modifying parameters of a fuzzy-neural system based on the numerical information of optimal cell mapping.

ii) The global stability of the fuzzy-neural control system can be determined by cell mapping.

Thus, the use of a fuzzy controller constructed from the cell mapping data provides a promising complete solution for the global optimal control of nonlinear systems. However, the design of fuzzy rules to construct fuzzy system is not an easy problem if the amount of optimal cell mapping data is large. A rule of the fuzzy controller is to represent a set of cells which have similar control activities. In this thesis, a systematic method of fuzzy rule generation is proposed.
It is desirable to have a fuzzy controller for the entire cell space with a small number of fuzzy rules. In the worst case, the number of fuzzy rules is the same as the number of cells. This may occur when the control activity of each individual cell is very different from its neighbor cells. To construct a fuzzy controller based on the numerical information of the optimal cell mapping table, there are two kinds of difficulty: first, how to design the rules of the fuzzy controller; second, how to manage the great amount of numerical information generated by cell mapping.

In this study, we develop a systematic method to synthesize a fuzzy controller from the cell mapping based optimal control data. This method is distinguished from others in that it reduces the optimal trajectories in the cell space into a small number of selected optimal trajectories. Optimal trajectories are created from the cell data, and similar trajectories are collected as a group of trajectories. A trajectory is selected to represent each group of trajectories. The selected trajectories are used to generate the fuzzy rules. The developed method is applied to the ship navigation and car parking problem.

In Chapter 2 we provide a general discussion of cell mapping and fuzzy systems. In Chapter 3 we propose a systematic method to analyze the cell mapping data and to construct a fuzzy controller based on the cell data. In Chapter 4 we apply the proposed method to the ship navigation and car parking problems. In Chapter 5 we present our conclusions.
CHAPTER 2

CELL MAPPING AND FUZZY SYSTEM

This chapter will provide a discussion of the basis for constructing a global fuzzy controller based on the numerical information generated from optimal cell mapping. First, a cell mapping algorithm to generate an optimal trajectory (or path) will be discussed. The optimal trajectory includes the corresponding global optimal controls. To generate the global optimal trajectory, the description of the path in task space can be converted to a description in discrete cell state space. Based on the discrete cell state space, the cell mapping algorithm [2, 3] plans the trajectory with the dynamic equations of a system and the constraints of actuators in order to generate feasible paths which allow near optimal motions to be executed. Thus, the cell mapping constructs tabular numerical information which represents trajectories (or paths) and their related control actions corresponding to the discrete state space.

A fuzzy controller [20] is a mechanism that consists of a set of control rules for a fuzzy rule base and processes them with a systematic logic inference. The rules in the fuzzy controller take IF-THEN form with linguistic labels. The fuzzy rule base consists of a collection of rules which represents all possible situations and their corresponding control actions. The systematic logic inference converts the linguistic labels of the rule base to a final crisp control action. The systematic logic inference consists of fuzzification, implication, aggregation, and defuzzification.
2.1 Cell Mapping Algorithm

2.1.1 Formulation of Cell State Space Path Optimization Problem

To generate global optimal trajectories of a robot, it is desirable to divide the continuous state space into finite discrete cells. Then, motion of a robot is transformed into a discrete cell space $Z$. The discrete cells are formed in rectangular shape. To construct the discrete cell space, first the subspace of the continuous space is divided into a number of intervals with size $h_i$ for axis $x_i$. An interval is denoted by an integer $z_i$, i.e.

$$\left(z_i - \frac{1}{2}\right) h_i \leq x_i \leq \left(z_i + \frac{1}{2}\right) h_i$$  \quad (2.1)

The $n$-tuple $(z_1, \ldots, z_n)$ is called a cell and is denoted by $z$. $n$ is the dimension of the cell space; $n$ is 2 for $(x,y)$ and is 3 for $(x,y,\theta)$.

In the discrete approximation, the control output from actuators is a finite dimensional vector, $u$, given by:

$$u = [u_1, u_2, \ldots, u_p]$$  \quad (2.2)

Let the differential equation of an $n$-dimensional dynamic system be expressed as

$$\dot{x} = f(x, u(t), t)$$  \quad (2.3)

where $x \in \mathbb{R}^n, u \in \mathbb{R}$, and $t \in \mathbb{R}$. By solving this set of differential equations, a discrete point mapping can be established in the form of

$$x(k+1) = x(k) + \int_{t_k}^{t_{k+1}} f(x(k), u(k)) dt \quad k=1,\ldots,N$$  \quad (2.4)
A cell mapping can be constructed from a point mapping and written in the form of

\[ z(k+1) = H(z(k), u(k), t(k)) \]  

(2.5)

where \( z \in I^n \) is an \( n \)-tuple of integers, \( k \in I \) and \( u \in U \). The discretization of time is artificially limited to a range, \( t(k) \in T \). The total number of cells in the cell state space is \( N_c \).

If the trajectory starting from the representative point of an initial cell ends at a point in another cell after a duration of time, the cell containing the end point is called the image cell and the initial cell is called the domain cell. Then, the dynamics of the system can be expressed in terms of cell-to-cell mappings instead of point-to-point mappings. Determining the image of a cell can proceed as follows. For a given cell \( z(k) \), first find the coordinates of its center \( x(k) \). Under control \( u(k) \) and time duration \( t(k) \), \( x(k+1) \) is determined as the image of \( x(k) \) by point mapping. If the corresponding cell of point \( x(k+1) \) is \( z(k+1) \), then \( z(k+1) \) is the image cell of \( z(k) \).

The functional that is to be minimized for finding a near-optimal path assumes the form

\[ J_c = \sum_{k=1}^{m} \left( c_k \int_{t_k}^{t_{k+1}} f_0(x_k, u_k) dt + t_k \right) \]  

(2.6)

where \( k \) is a number used to indicate the mapping step, \( m \) is the total step number from the cell \( z(k) \) to the target cell, and \( c_k \) is an appropriate coefficient used to weight the two
terms in $J$. For time optimal control, all $c_k$'s are zero. If it is important to save control energy, the $c_k$'s should be large.

### 2.1.2 Path Plan with a Recursive Depth-First-Backtracking Search Method

After the discrete cell state space is constructed and the goal states (target) are given, the path planner searches the paths from various initial states to the target in the discrete cell state space satisfying all the conditions and dynamic equations in Section 2.1.1. Cell-to-cell mappings are performed to search for optimal paths from various initial states to the target. The original cell-to-cell mapping algorithm developed by Hsu [2] generates all possible paths and then searches optimal paths with a **systematic search algorithm**. The systematic search algorithm is similar to the breadth-first search algorithm of artificial intelligence [22]. The search algorithms of artificial intelligence are of two kinds: breadth-first and depth-first. They determine the order in which states are examined in a tree or graph. Zhu [3] improved the systematic search algorithm with a series of modifications. The modifications include rearrangement of the processing cells. The search starts near the target cell to reduce the search time.

Zhu and Leu [4] used a depth-first-backtracking search algorithm to solve the robot optimal trajectory planning problem. The depth-first-backtracking search algorithm needs less storage compared to the breadth-first search algorithm since it does not have to keep all the node cells at a given level on the storage list (or OPEN list) [22]. Especially, starting near the target cell, the depth-first-backtracking algorithm overcomes the disadvantage of getting 'lost' deep in space.
A depth-first-backtracking search algorithm is used in this study. The pseudo code for the optimal cell mapping is given below.

ZDL ; lists of unprocesses cells
ZUL ; lists of underprocessing cells
ZPL ; lists of processed cells.

Initialize: ZPL := [target cells]; ZDL := [1,...,N_c]; \( N_c \) is the total number of cells
while\(^3 \) ZDL is non-empty do; % Use all cells to the cell mapping

Optimal Cell Mapping Procedure:

Initialize: ZUL := [z]; % z is the starting cell which is selected in several ways
begin;
set i=1;
while\(^2 \) ZUL is non-empty do; % ZUL = [X , .......]
begin
\( X \) is the leftmost cell on ZUL and cs(i) are the image cells of \( X \) w.r.t control input \( u_i \)
(\( i=1,...,k \)) of equation (2.2)
if \( i=k \) then go to sort;
else
\quad if cs(i) is one of the status as following
\quad case 1: cs(i) is a cell on the list ZPL:
\quad \quad It is one of possible paths from \( X \) to target via cs(i);
\quad \quad i = i+1;
\quad \quad \textbf{Optimal Cell Mapping Procedure} % backtrack
\quad case 2: cs(i) is a cell on the list ZUL;
\quad \quad skip; % Mark algorithm manner
\quad \quad i = i+1;
\quad \quad \textbf{Optimal Cell Mapping Procedure} % backtrack;
\quad \quad else % unprocessed cell and depth-first search manner
\quad \quad add cs(i) to ZUL; % LIFO manner
\quad \quad set i = 1;
\quad end if
\quad 
\quad sort: % determine optimal path from \( X \) to one of its image cell cs(i), where all the cost from cs(i) to
\quad \quad target are determined using \( J_c \) of equation (2.6):
\quad \quad add X to ZPL;
\quad \quad delete X from ZUL;
\quad \quad \textbf{Optimal Cell Mapping Procedure} % backtracking manner
\quad end if
\quad end; % end of while\(^2 \)
end; % end of while\(^3 \)
The algorithm uses three lists to keep track of cells in the cell state space. The purpose of using three lists is that the planner never explores a path twice from the same cell, but it records the exact path produced by the search. If the cell is marked as a processed cell, a search will never start from this cell again. Figure 2.1 illustrates the cell mapping algorithm. Each cell has the shape of a rectangular parallelepiped. The two point-to-point mapping trajectories in Fig. 2.1(a) can be represented by a single cell-to-cell mapping trajectory in 2.1(b). With the cell-to-cell mappings, the behavior of the dynamic system can be represented by mappings in cell space.

![Figure 2.1](image)

**Figure 2.1** (a) Two point-to-point mapping trajectories. (b) The corresponding discrete cell state space and a cell-to-cell mapping trajectory. The black rectangle is the target cell.

### 2.1.3 Global Information as a Control Table

During the cell-to-cell mapping using the depth-first-backtracking search method in Section 2.1.2, global information is generated in a table which is the ZPL of the pseudo code of Section 2.1.2. The fields of the table are: \( z_i: (o_i, d_i, u_i, s_i, p_i, l_i : i=1,\ldots,r) \), where the symbols in the parenthesis represent, respectively, cell order, coordinates of each cell, discrete control inputs, step numbers to the target cell, performance index, and the image
cell number of a domain cell \( z \). If all the cells are controllable cells, then \( r \) equals \( N_c \). The bold character represents a vector and the plain character represents a scalar. For example, the coordinates of each cell, \( d \), can be represented by \((x, y)\) coordinates. A table-based controller can be implemented with the fields information. In principle, the table-based controller can be easily implemented in on-line feedback. In the implementation, at each sampling time a system state is measured and the cell corresponding to this state is checked against the optimal control table to look for the control to use in the next time interval. However, since the cell mapping method is an approximate method, the issue of solution accuracy needs to be addressed if the method is to be viable for practical closed-loop control applications. Moreover, a problem with table-based control is that the table can be very large, especially if the system has many inputs and outputs. This, in turn, increases the memory requirement, thus affecting the implementation cost of the system. Table based control often gives a bumpy response as the controller jumps from one table value to another.

2.2. Fuzzy Systems

The main goal of this dissertation study is to construct a global fuzzy controller based on the numerical information that is generated using cell mapping. To construct a fuzzy controller, the following issue must be addressed: fuzzy rule generation. Fuzzy rule generation is related to partitioning of the input state space for determining the number of rules. In this section, a fuzzy controller uses four main processes which are fuzzification, implication, defuzzification, and aggregation (or inference). Figure 2.2 illustrates the structure of a rule-based fuzzy controller.
2.2.1 Fuzzy Expert Controller

The rule in a fuzzy controller takes the following form:

\[
\text{If } \text{<condition>}, \text{ then } \text{<control action>} \quad (2.7)
\]

The <condition> is the premise part and the <control action> is the consequence part. For example, a fuzzy control rule to steer a vehicle toward a parking target may be: If Parking Target \( x \) is 'Ahead,' then steering angle \( y \) is 'straight.' The terms \( x \) and \( y \) are referred to as the state variable and control variable, respectively. The terms "Ahead" and "straight" are linguistic labels.

The adjectives such as (ahead, straight) in the rules do not correspond to precisely defined ranges. A parking target that is located some degrees from the straight direction could be described as "straight." A fuzzy controller takes this into account, so the same rule can work for many different situations.

2.2.2 Linguistic Labels and Membership Functions

A fuzzy variable is a linguistic term (or label) associated with some membership function.

In Figure 2.3(a), there are three linguistic labels in the \( x \) axis; they are \( F_1^1 \), \( F_1^2 \), and \( F_1^3 \). These three linguistic labels may be interpreted as Negative-Big, Zero, and Positive-Big, respectively. Here the membership functions have trapezoidal shapes. There are many other types of membership functions such as bell shaped membership functions.
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Figure 2.2 Structure of rule-based fuzzy controller
Figure 2.3 (a) Regular input space partition and its related rules (b) clustering input space partition and its related rules.
2.2.3 Rule Base

The fuzzy rule base consists of a collection of fuzzy rules. This represents qualitative knowledge in a fashion which can be interpreted by the rule based fuzzy logic process.

Two commonly used rule base representations are as follows. One is the Mamdani [20] type rule base representation:

\[ R_i: \text{if } x_1 \text{ is } F_{i1} \text{ and } x_2 \text{ is } F_{i2} \ldots x_n \text{ is } F_{in}, \text{ then } y \text{ is } G_i; \]
\[ R_2: \text{if } x_1 \text{ is } F_{i1} \text{ and } x_2 \text{ is } F_{i2} \ldots x_n \text{ is } F_{in}, \text{ then } y \text{ is } G_i; \]
\[ \ldots \ldots \]
\[ R_n: \text{if } x_1 \text{ is } F_{i1} \text{ and } x_2 \text{ is } F_{i2} \ldots x_n \text{ is } F_{in}, \text{ then } y \text{ is } G_i; \]

where \( F_{i1}, F_{i2}, \ldots, G_i \) are premise and consequence linguistic labels, respectively (or fuzzy sets).

A different way of describing the rule base, which is the Takaki and Sugeno type [10], is to have \( y \) as a function of the state variables:

\[ R_i: \text{if } x_1 \text{ is } F_{i1} \text{ and } x_2 \text{ is } F_{i2} \ldots x_n \text{ is } F_{in}, \text{ then } y = f_i(x_1, \ldots, x_n); \]
\[ R_2: \text{if } x_1 \text{ is } F_{i1} \text{ and } x_2 \text{ is } F_{i2} \ldots x_n \text{ is } F_{in}, \text{ then } y = f_i(x_1, \ldots, x_n); \]
\[ \ldots \ldots \]
\[ R_n: \text{if } x_1 \text{ is } F_{i1} \text{ and } x_2 \text{ is } F_{i2} \ldots x_n \text{ is } F_{in}, \text{ then } y = f_i(x_1, \ldots, x_n); \]

where \( x = (x_1, \ldots, x_n)^T \in \mathbb{R}^n \) and \( y \in \mathbb{R} \) are the input and output of the fuzzy system, respectively. The control designer must identify all the premise and consequence linguistic labels. This is often called the system structure identification problem in fuzzy
control researchers. The parameters of the consequence labels can be determined using optimization methods such as Kalman filter and neural-network algorithms [8, 10, 11] with the given input-output numerical data. It is called the parameter identification problem by fuzzy control researchers [16].

The rule base of the Takaki and Sugeno type controller has an advantage over that of the Mandani type controller when control actions can not be determined well by linguistic labels. But a drawback of the Takaki and Sugeno type controller is the need to determine the parameters of the consequence part.

2.2.4 Fuzzification

The process of fuzzification is assigning a brief value to a real-valued input variable with respect to each membership function. The fuzzification maps each coordinates $x_i$ of a crisp point $x = (x_1, ..., x_n)^T \in \mathbb{R}^n$ into a fuzzy set $\tilde{F}_i^j$. For example, $x_i = x'_i$ in Fig 2.2, the truth values are

\[
\begin{align*}
\mu_{\tilde{F}_i^1}(x'_i) &= 0.4 \\
\mu_{\tilde{F}_i^2}(x'_i) &= 0.8 \\
\mu_{\tilde{F}_i^j}(x'_i) &= 0 \text{ otherwise}
\end{align*}
\] (2.10)

2.2.5 Implication

Implication transfers the “brief” values of the premise part to the output of the fuzzy logic system, which is a consequence part. Each fuzzy IF-THEN rule defines a fuzzy implication. Many fuzzy implication rules have been proposed in the fuzzy logic literature. Two commonly used fuzzy implication rules are as follows:
1) Mamdani implication or Min-operation rule of fuzzy implication:

\[
\mu_{F_1^i \times \cdots \times F_n^i \rightarrow G^i}(x, y) = \min \left[ \mu_{F_1^i}, \mu_{F_2^i}, \cdots, \mu_{F_n^i} \right]
\]  

(2.11)

2) Product-operation rule of fuzzy implication:

\[
\mu_{F_1^i \times \cdots \times F_n^i \rightarrow G^i}(x, y) = \mu_{F_1^i} \times \mu_{F_2^i} \times \cdots \times \mu_{F_n^i}
\]  

(2.12)

2.2.6 Defuzzification

Defuzzification is important to a fuzzy control system. It generates the real valued control. There are many defuzzification methods [20]. Among them two defuzzification methods, namely the center of gravity method and the mean of maximum method, are used frequently.

2.2.7 Aggregation

Since the multiple rules of a fuzzy control system can be active simultaneously, all of the active rules are combined to create the final result. The fuzzy inference engine performs a mapping based upon the fuzzy IF-THEN rules in the rule base. Let \( x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n \) be the inputs of the fuzzy controller and \( y \) be the output of the controller. The truth values \( w_i \) (\( i = 1, \ldots, n \)), which represent weights of rules when using the Mandani implication, are:

\[
w_i = \min [ \mu_{F_1^i}(x_1), \mu_{F_2^i}(x_2), \ldots, \mu_{F_n^i}(x_n) ].
\]

Suppose the fuzzy controller consists of the fuzzy rule base described by equation 2.8, then one simple way to combine the rules is by taking the weighted average of the outputs:
\[ u^0 = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i y^i}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i} \] (2.13)

where \( u^0 \) is the control to the plant. This is called a correlation-minimum inference method.

Fuzzy rules can be constructed by an expert with lots of experiments for the states that the plant will encounter. Another approach is to use a linguistic description, viewed as a fuzzy model of the process under control, to derive the set of rules. Karg and Vachtsevanos [9] generated fuzzy rules based on cell mapping with a tree search approach. In their method, each cell of the cell state space is used as a fuzzy region, i.e. a region for a fuzzy rule. After applying a control strategy, several trajectories are generated. From these trajectories they selected a possibly optimal trajectory to the target cell. Based on the selected trajectory, the fuzzy rules are generated by assigning linguistic control variables to the corresponding control values of the trajectory. Kosko [13] developed a space clustering method to obtain fuzzy rules with the fuzzy associative memory (FAM). Wang and Mendel [14] proposed a fuzzy rule generation method by assigning a degree to each rule from input and output sample data. Lin and Lee [15] constructed the input-output mapping using a neural network. Carr [18] proposed the use of a genetic algorithm [23] to determine the membership functions of fuzzy rules for the PH control problem. Abe and Lan [17] used a min-max operator to find the control pattern with a hypercube window. Chang [24] applied fuzzy logic and neural networks to adaptive nonlinear control problems.
In this dissertation study, the fuzzy controller construction is based on cell-to-cell mappings. The main goal of this study is to construct a global fuzzy controller using the numerical information that is generated using cell mapping. The purpose of the fuzzy controller is to achieve smooth motion control response with relatively small computational and memory burden while retaining the optimality of the table-based control. This will be discussed next.
CHAPTER 3

ALGORITHM FOR GROUPING OPTIMAL TRAJECTORIES

The generation of fuzzy rules based on cell-to-cell mappings is a challenging research issue. This chapter will identify the characteristics of the numerical information obtained from cell-to-cell mappings and use them for efficient generation of the fuzzy rules of a fuzzy controller.

We will discuss how to create optimal trajectories and groups of similar optimal trajectories that approximate the global optimal control system with a smaller number of trajectories. To create trajectories, each cell is characterized as an initial cell, a simple cell, or a merged cell. To group similar trajectories, two features are used to check the similarity among trajectories. They are: 1) the location of start and ending cells and 2) the highest accumulated control level. Figure 3.1 illustrates the processes of trajectory grouping.

3.1 Determining Trajectories in a Cell State Space

For the purpose of constructing an optimal fuzzy controller, we are interested in obtaining a finite number of trajectories from the table of optimal control data from the entire cell space, and then grouping them based on similarity features among these trajectories. To obtain these finite trajectories, we introduce the concept of initial cell, simple cell, merged cells.
Definition 3.1: Initial Cell (IC)

A cell $z_i$ is an initial cell if there exists no $z_j$ such that $H(z_j) = z_i$ and $z_i \neq z_j$ and $j=1,...,N_c$, where $H$ is the cell mapping function of Eq. (2.5) and $N_c$ is the total number of cells in the cell state space.

Definition 3.2: Simple Cell (SC)

A cell $z_i$ is a simple cell if there exists only one $z_j$ such that $H(z_j) = z_i$ and $z_i \neq z_j$ and $j=1,...,N_c$

Definition 3.3: Merged Cell (MC)

If there exists more than one $z_j$ such that $H(z_j) = z_i$ and $z_i \neq z_j$, then $z_i$ is a merged cell.

Figure 3.1 Grouping of cells based on similar trajectories
The gray rectangles, IC\textsubscript{j} and IC\textsubscript{k}, are initial cells in Figure 3.2. The white rectangles are simple cells. The black rectangles are merged cells. A trajectory is defined as a connection from an initial cell to a merged cell or from a merged cell to another merged cell (MC).

**Definition 3.4: Trajectory**

A trajectory is a set of connected cells which evolves either from an initial cell to a merged cell or from a merged cell to another merged cell. The first is the type I and the second is the type II trajectory.

The following procedure is used to derive all the trajectories in a cell state space:

**Trajectory Determining Procedure:**

**Step 1:** Each cell in the set \{z\textsubscript{1}, z\textsubscript{2}, ..., z\textsubscript{r}\} is assigned as an IC, SC, or MC based on Definition 3.1 through Definition 3.3.

**Step 2:** Construct the set of 91 : \{ S\textsubscript{j}, S\textsubscript{2}, ..., S\textsubscript{r} \} of IC's and MC's.

**Step 3:** From any \( S_i \in \mathcal{R} \), cells are linked according to Eq. (2.5) until \( S_j \in \mathcal{R} \), \( S_j \neq S_i \), is encountered. This forms one trajectory.

**Step 4:** The Step 3 process is performed repetitively for every \( S_i \in \mathcal{R} \).

For illustration, there are three trajectories in Figure 3.2: one from IC\textsubscript{j} to MC\textsubscript{h}, one from IC\textsubscript{k} to MC\textsubscript{k}, and one from MC\textsubscript{h} to MC\textsubscript{p}. 
Figure 3.2 Illustration of simple cells, initial cells, merged cells, and trajectories on cell state space.
3.2 Features of Trajectories in a Cell State Space

To group trajectories in a cell state space, the similarity of trajectories should be considered. The similarity of trajectories must be a quantitative measure representing trajectory features. The first task in feature extraction is to determine what features should be used for a trajectory. It is logical to consider features which distinguish trajectories by their locations and control activities.

Since trajectories are formed by connecting cells, the difference between two trajectories can be determined by checking individual cells of trajectories with their locations and control levels. For example, if there are two trajectories, $T_a$ and $T_b$, representing the following tables of locations and control levels of individual cells. $z_a^k$, $d_a^k$, and $u_a^k$ are the cell designation, location of the cell, and control level of the cell, respectively, of trajectory $T_a$. $z_b^h$, $d_b^h$, and $u_b^h$ are the cell designation, location of the cell, and control level of the cell, respectively, of trajectory $T_b$.

If the difference between the locations and control levels of the individual cells of these two trajectories is small enough, these two trajectories can be said to be similar. However, comparing the individuals becomes very difficult if $n \neq m$ which is the general situation.
Table 3.1: Trajectories $T_a$ and $T_b$

Trajectory $T_a$:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$z^1_a$</th>
<th>$z^2_a$</th>
<th>$\cdots$</th>
<th>$z^k_a$</th>
<th>$\cdots$</th>
<th>$z^m_a$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$d^1_a$</td>
<td>$d^2_a$</td>
<td>$\cdots$</td>
<td>$d^k_a$</td>
<td>$\cdots$</td>
<td>$d^m_a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$u^1_a$</td>
<td>$u^2_a$</td>
<td>$\cdots$</td>
<td>$u^k_a$</td>
<td>$\cdots$</td>
<td>$u^m_a$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Trajectory $T_b$:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$z^1_b$</th>
<th>$z^2_b$</th>
<th>$\cdots$</th>
<th>$z^h_b$</th>
<th>$\cdots$</th>
<th>$z^n_b$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$d^1_b$</td>
<td>$d^2_b$</td>
<td>$\cdots$</td>
<td>$d^h_b$</td>
<td>$\cdots$</td>
<td>$d^n_b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$u^1_b$</td>
<td>$u^2_b$</td>
<td>$\cdots$</td>
<td>$u^h_b$</td>
<td>$\cdots$</td>
<td>$u^n_b$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Instead of using all individual cells, we use the select features that are the locations of the starting and ending cells of each trajectory and two highest control levels and the corresponding number of cells with these control levels. The rationale of choosing these features is: 1) The start and ending locations provide an essential indication of the location of a trajectory, and 2) The two highest control levels of a trajectory represent the dominant control levels of the trajectory. It is obvious that even though two trajectories evolve from similar locations of starting cells to similar locations of end cells, the trajectories should be classified as different trajectories if the control levels are very different.
Suppose there are five discrete control levels \( u = [u_1, u_2, u_3, u_4, u_5] \) and all the control levels of \( T_a \) in Table 3.1 are \( u_1 \), then the control feature of \( T_a \) is \( \{ u_1, m \} \), where \( m \) is the number of cells with \( u_1 \). If \( T_a \) has control levels \( u_2 \) and \( u_3 \) with \( k \) cells using \( u_2 \) and \( h \) cells using \( u_3 \), then the representation of the control feature is \( \{ \{ u_3, h \}, \{ u_2, k \} \} \) if \( h > k \). Here \( m = h + k \) if no other control levels are used by any cells. Only the two highest control levels are considered in the control feature because these control levels are dominant in the evolution of the trajectory.

Let the first and second highest control levels of a trajectory \( T_i \) be \( u_i^I \) and \( u_i^{II} \) and the numbers of two control levels be \( n_i^I \) and \( n_i^{II} \). Table 3.2 illustrates the features of trajectories \( T_a \) and \( T_b \).

### Table 3.2 The features of trajectories \( T_a \) and \( T_b \)

**Features of a trajectory \( T_a \):**

| \( z_a^I \) | \( z_a^f \) |  |  |
|------------|-------------|  |  |
| \( d_a^I \) | \( d_a^f \) |  |  |

(a) Location feature

| \( u_a^I \) | \( u_a^{II} \) |  |  |
|------------|---------------|  |  |
| \( n_a^I \) | \( n_a^{II} \) |  |  |

(b) control feature

**Features of a trajectory \( T_b \):**

| \( z_b^I \) | \( z_b^f \) |  |  |
|------------|-------------|  |  |
| \( d_b^I \) | \( d_b^f \) |  |  |

(a) Location feature

| \( u_b^I \) | \( u_b^{II} \) |  |  |
|------------|---------------|  |  |
| \( n_b^I \) | \( n_b^{II} \) |  |  |

(b) control feature
To summarize, the features of trajectory $T_i$ are: 1) locations of start and end cells, which are $z_i^1$ and $z_i^e$, and 2) the two highest control levels, which are $u_i^1$ and $u_i^{II}$, and 3) the numbers of cells with these control levels, which are $n_i^1$ and $n_i^{II}$.

Based on the features, we can compute the difference of these two trajectories as follows:

\[
\eta_i = \max \left[ |d_a^1 - d_b^1|, |d_a^f - d_b^f| \right] \tag{3.1}
\]

\[
\eta_2 = \max \left[ |u_a^1 - u_b^1|, |u_a^{II} - u_b^{II}| \right] \tag{3.2}
\]

\[
\eta_3 = \max \left[ |n_a^1 - n_b^1|, |n_a^{II} - n_b^{II}| \right] \tag{3.3}
\]

\[
\beta = \gamma_1 \eta_1 + \gamma_2 \eta_2 + \gamma_3 \eta_3 \quad (0 \leq \gamma_i \leq 1) \tag{3.4}
\]

The value of $\gamma_i$ can be chosen depending on the relative importance of the features.

### 3.3 Forming Similar Trajectories into a Group

If there are trajectories which have similar locations and similar control activities, then it is possible to combine them into a group of similar trajectories called a trajectory group. The basis for grouping similar trajectories is Equation (3.4): If $\beta < \beta_T$, we say that the two trajectories under consideration are similar.
Figure 3.3 Illustration of similar trajectories. One is from $IC_j$ to $MC_k$ and the other is $IC_m$ to $MC_h$. 
The following procedure is used to group trajectories.

**Grouping Procedure:**

**Step 1:** Construct the set of trajectories, \( T = \{ T_1, T_2, \ldots, T_m \} \) based on the Trajectory Determining Procedure described above. Initialize a set of groups \( G = \{ \emptyset \} \). Define a threshold value \( \beta_T \). Set \( i = 1 \) and \( k = 1 \).

**Step 2:** If \( i = 1 \), assign the features of \( T_i \) as the feature of \( G_i \). Otherwise set \( i = i + 1 \).

**Step 3:** Compute all \( \beta_j \) between \( T_i \) and \( G_j (j = 1, \ldots, k) \), and find \( G_j \) which has the minimum \( \beta_j \) of all groups \( G_j (j = 1, \ldots, k) \). Let us assume the found \( G_j \) be \( G_l \) (i.e. \( j = l \)). Its corresponding \( \beta_j \) is \( \beta_l \).

**Step 4:** If \( \beta_l \leq \beta_T \), the trajectory \( T_i \) is assigned to that group \( G_l \).

Update features of \( G_l \) with the features of \( T_i \). Go to step 6.

**Step 5:** If \( \beta_l > \beta_T \), \( T_i \) becomes the first member of a new group. Increase \( k = k + 1 \).

Assign the feature of \( T_i \) as the feature of \( G_k \).

**Step 6:** Go to Step 2. This process continues until \( i = m \).

A main purpose of grouping is to obtain simplified state and control information compared to cell data which contain a huge amount of information. Based on the simplified information, it is possible to generate fuzzy rules and membership functions. Cell states can be the IF-Part of a fuzzy rule and control levels can be the THEN-Part of a fuzzy rule.

There are multiple ways of using cell states and control levels of a group. One is to use a representative trajectory of a group, which may be the first trajectory of group,
the longest trajectory of a group, or others. Then, the cell states and control levels of the representative trajectory can be the IF-Part and THEN-Part of a fuzzy rule, respectively. The other way is to consider all cells of a group and extract their statistical properties. The statistical properties are the mean location and its standard deviation of cells in a group. Average control level of a group is also a statistical property of the group. Based on these statistical properties, we can create fuzzy membership functions corresponding to the various groups. We will discuss the construction of the fuzzy rules and membership functions in the next section.

3.4 Fuzzy Rule Base and Membership Functions based on Groups

Fuzzy rules and the associated membership functions are generated based on the statistical properties of groups. Figure 3.4 illustrates the generation of fuzzy membership functions which are projected onto input axes.

3.4.1 Fuzzy Rule Base

If we have \( k \) groups, \( G_j (j = 1, \ldots, k) \), then the number of fuzzy rules is \( k \). The generated rule base has the same structure as that shown in Figure 2.3 (b).

3.4.2 Membership Functions based on Groups

This Section explains how to construct the membership functions according to the description of Section 2.2.2. The shape of a membership function is either a symmetric trapezoidal function or a symmetric triangular function. To form these membership functions, the location of the middle point and the width of a triangle or trapezoid are needed.
The projections of the group onto the input axes become the fuzzy membership functions of IF-Part. The mean location is obtained by calculating the coordinates of all cells which are members of a group \( G_j \). The mean location becomes the middle of the membership function. The standard deviation of the mean location a group is the width of the fuzzy membership function. Based on these two statistical values, a set of fuzzy premises can be created for a fuzzy rule base as in Equations (2.8) or (2.9).

The control level of a group represents the THEN-Part of a fuzzy rule. The membership functions of the THEN-Part of a fuzzy rule can be constructed by using the highest control level of a group or a weighted average of the two highest control levels of a group.

### 3.4.3 Fuzzy Controller

After designing the fuzzy rule base and the membership functions based on the groups of cells, a global fuzzy controller can be constructed. Constructing the global fuzzy controller consists of four main procedures described in Sections 2.2.4 through 2.2.7, which are fuzzification, implication, defuzzification, and aggregation. In the simulations described in Chapter 4, we use the following in constructing the fuzzy system: 1) The rule base is the Mamdani type, which is represented by Eq. (2.8), 2) The implication is the Min-operation in Eq. (2.11), 3) The defuzzification is based on the center of gravity, 4) The aggregation is the correlation minimum inference method represented by Eq. (2.13).
Figure 3.4 Each group defines a fuzzy rule region and its membership functions on the input axes.
CHAPTER 4

APPLICATION TO SHIP NAVIGATION AND CAR PARKING

In Chapter 3 we discussed the grouping of cells to generate fuzzy rules and membership functions of a fuzzy controller. In this Chapter we apply the proposed method to the ship navigation and car parking control problems. Sections 4.1 and 4.2 describe the ship navigation problem and the car parking control problem, respectively. It generates numerical information using cell-to-cell mapping. In this study, the cell order is rearranged to reduce the computational time and memory storage during the cell mapping procedure. Sections 4.3 and 4.4 show the grouping of cells and the generation of membership functions of a fuzzy controller. Simulation is performed to show the behavior of the fuzzy controller. The results are compared to those from the table-based controller.

4.1 Application to the Ship Navigation Problem

The ship navigation is first used in the numerical study. A classical example of this is Zermelo's problem [2, 3], in which the minimum path of a ship through an area of position-dependent current is searched for. The equations of motion are

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x}_1 &= V \cos \theta + u(x_1, x_2) \\
\dot{x}_2 &= V \sin \theta + v(x_1, x_2)
\end{align*}
\]

(4.1)

where \((x_1, x_2)\) are rectangular coordinates representing the position of the ship, \(u\) and \(v\) are the velocity components of the current in the \(x\) and \(y\) directions, respectively, \(V\) is the
ship speed relative to the water, which is a constant, and \( \theta \) is the heading angle of the ship’s axis relative to a fixed coordinate axis. In this example, it is assumed that \( u \) depends linearly on \( x_2 \), \( v \) equals 0, and \( V \) equals 1. Figure 4.1 illustrates the ship navigation problem.

### 4.1.1 Optimal Cell Mapping

To generate optimal trajectories for this problem, first a cell structure has to be determined. The region of interest in the state space is taken to be the range \([-1.05, 1.05] \times [-1.05, 1.05]\) of the two state variables, \( X_1 \) and \( X_2 \). The specified region is partitioned into 21 by 21 cells with cell size 0.1 x 0.1. Thus the cell state space contains 441 regular cells (\( N_c = 441 \)) and one sink cell which covers the entire area outside the region of interest. Sixteen discretized control levels are used: \( u = j\pi/8, j=0, 1, 2, \ldots, 15 \). The sampling time \( t_m \) is chosen to be 0.01. The number of elements in the set of allowable time intervals is not prescribed but left open. A minimum time as described by equation (2.6) is used as a performance function \( (J_c) \) of the optimal strategy. The target cell is located at the center of cell state space in Figure 4.1.

### 4.1.2 Rearrangement of Cell Order around the Target Set

To speed up the cell mapping process, we order the cell sequence [4] as depicted in Figure 4.2. By this scheme of labeling, the cells representing the target and its neighbor region are not necessarily low in the cell numbers sequences. A low-number cell might take many mapping steps to arrive at the target. Since the sorting procedure starts from the target, many intermediate results may have to be stored during the computation until
Figure 4.1 Ship navigation problem
the optimal routes are determined. We could lessen this computational burden by rearranging the order of the cells around the target cell.

As shown in Fig. 4.2, we apply the first wrapping layer which is a set of 2-dimensional rectangular cells immediately surrounding the target. Assume $X_1 = 10$ and $X_2 = 10$ for the target, then the cells of the first layer have $X_1 = 9$ or $X_1 = 11$ and $X_2 = 9$ or $X_2 = 11$. The second wrapping layer is a set of rectangular cells of the second layer cells have $X_1 = 8$ or $X_1 = 12$ and $X_2 = 8$ or $X_2 = 12$. The higher number layers are defined in a similar way.

In the wrapping layers, we arrange the cells by following sequence: First we number cells in the negative $X_1$ direction, followed by the positive $X_1$ direction with respect to the target cell. Second, cells are numbered from the negative $X_2$ direction to the positive $X_2$ direction. Proper care should be taken, of course, to include the corner cells of the layer such as cell numbers 13, 14, 15, 16 in the wrapping layer 2.

![Figure 4.2](image_url) Arrangement of the cell processing order around the target with wrapping layers
4.1.3 Optimal Cell Mapping Table

After optimal cell mappings, all the 441 regular cells (represented by rectangles in Figure 4.3) are found to be controllable cells. Table 4.1 shows the selected cell data from the obtained control table. The fields of the Table 4.1 are referred to Section 2.1.3. The coordinates of each cell are represented by \((X_1, X_2)\). The fields of the target cell, \(z_0\), are located at the first row of the table. Cell \(z_0\) is located at \((10, 10)\) of the cell coordinates and its corresponding real coordinates are located at \((0.0, 0.0)\). The control of the target cell is 0 radian which comes from \(u = j\pi/8\) with \(j = 0\). We set the step number, \(s_i\), and the image cell number, \(I_i\), of the target cell as 0, respectively.

Cell \(z_6\) is located at \((12, 8)\) of the cell coordinates. It maps to the image cell \(z_1\), with the control of 2.355 rad which comes from \(u = j\pi/8\) with \(j = 6\). Two steps are needed for it to move to the target. Cell \(z_{206}\) maps to the image cell \(z_{152}\) with the control of 5.495 rad steering angle. It needs 7 steps to reach the target.

Figure 4.3 shows the resulting optimal trajectories obtained by the cell-to-cell mapping method. The circles in the figure are the center points of the discretized rectangular cells. A line between two neighboring circles represents the connection of a domain cell to its image cell. Figure 4.4 shows the optimal control angle of each cell corresponding to Figure 4.3. Each cell may have one of the sixteen discretized control levels.
Table 4.1 Optimal control cell data for the ship navigation problem

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( z_i )</th>
<th>( X_{1,i} )</th>
<th>( X_{2,i} )</th>
<th>( u )</th>
<th>( s_i )</th>
<th>( I_i )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>206</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>207</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>208</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>427</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>428</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>429</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>430</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>431</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>432</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>433</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>353</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( z_i \): Cell order, \( I_i \) is image cell number, \( u \) is discrete control level, \( s_i \) is step numbers to the target
Figure 4.3 Optimal trajectories generated by cell mapping method.
Figure 4.4 Optimal control angles of cells in the region of $-1.05 < X_1 < 1.05$ and $-1.05 < X_2 < 1.05$. 
4.2 Application to the Car Parking Control Problem

In this section, a car parking control problem is considered. Figure 4.5 shows the simulated car and its loading dock. The state variables representing the vehicle are $x$, $y$, and $\phi$, which are the Cartesian coordinates of the center of the rear wheels and the angle of the vehicle with respect to the horizontal $x$ axis. The objective of this control problem is to move the center of the rear wheels having coordinates $(x, y)$ as close as possible to the center of the loading dock having coordinates $(x_d, y_d)$, with the vehicle perpendicular to the dock, i.e., $\phi_d=90^\circ$, at the target position.

The main difference in the problem formulation between the previous studies of the car parking control problem and the study described here is as follows: The previous studies allowed only backward movements of the vehicle while our study also allows forward movements. Because only backward movements were allowed of the vehicle, the previous researchers assumed enough clearance between the vehicle and the loading dock, and thus the final $y$ coordinate of the vehicles was ignored. Thus, their controller had two inputs $\phi$ and $x$ and produced the steering angle $\theta$. The rules of their fuzzy controllers were generated by human experts using the vehicle trajectories obtained experimentally with the vehicle at various initial positions under different steering angles. Kosko and Gong [13] applied FAM (Fuzzy Associate Memory) to generate a fuzzy controller. The extracted trajectories were decoded into linguistic knowledge to design the fuzzy controller. Lin and Lee [15] developed a fuzzy-neural network controller and applied it to the car control problem.
In this dissertation study, a cell based planner is applied to replace human experts. It generates all the possible optimal trajectories which cannot be achieved by human experts in a systematic way. Also, instead of neglecting the $y$ variable, one forward movement of the vehicle is allowed to enable the vehicle to reach the target from large ranges of initial position and orientation of the loading zone.

4.2.1 Discrete Cell Space

To generate optimal trajectories, a cell structure is again determined first. The region of interest in the state space is taken to be the ranges of state variables of $x$, $y$, and $\phi$, which are $[x_{\text{min}}, x_{\text{max}}]$, $[y_{\text{min}}, y_{\text{max}}]$, and $[-90, 270]$, respectively. The cell state space $Z$ is the closed rectangloid:

$$Z = [x_{\text{min}}, x_{\text{max}}] \times [y_{\text{min}}, y_{\text{max}}] \times [-90, 270]$$

$x_{\text{min}}$ and $y_{\text{min}}$ are both set to 0, $x_{\text{max}}$ as 12, and $y_{\text{max}}$ as 6, and thus the cell state space is $[0, 12] \times [0, 6] \times [-90, 270]$. From Eq. (2.2) the dimensions of each cell are as follows: $\Delta x = x_2 - x_1 = 12/27$, $\Delta y = y_2 - y_1 = 6/14$, and $\Delta \phi = \phi_2 - \phi_1 = 2\pi/27$. The total number of cells in the cell state space is 10,206 ($N_c = 27 \times 14 \times 27$).


**Figure 4.5** The vehicle and its loading zone.
4.2.2 Target Set of Cells

After the discrete cell state space is constructed, the goal (or target) cell states must be given. The cell coordinates of the target cell are [13, 13, 13], which represent the loading dock of the vehicle. Figure 4.6 shows the 3-D cell state space for the vehicle parking and target cells.

4.2.3 Kinematics of Car-Like Vehicle and Controls

Let us parameterize the vehicle path by $t$, the elapsed time from the beginning of the motion. Given a steering angle $\theta$ and a velocity $v$ of the rear center point in the Figure 4.5, the velocity parameters of the center of the vehicle are:
where $L$ is the distance between the front wheel and the center of the rear wheels.

Integration of these equations leads to

\[
\phi(t) = \phi(0) + \frac{v}{L} (\tan \theta) t,
\]

\[
x(t) = x(0) + \frac{L}{\tan \theta} \left( \sin(\phi(0)) + \frac{vt}{L} \tan \theta \right) - \sin(\phi(0)),
\]

\[
y(t) = y(0) - \frac{L}{\tan \theta} \left( \cos(\phi(0)) + \frac{vt}{L} \tan \theta \right) - \cos(\phi(0))
\]

The finite dimensional vector $U$, which is the set of discrete steering angles is given by $[-30^\circ, -15^\circ, 0^\circ, 15^\circ, 30^\circ]$ and its unit is degree. We also assume $L$ to be 0.8 unit, and the moving distance at each sampling time, $\Delta t$, to be $1/4$ of $L$.

### 4.2.4 Rearrangement of Cell Order around the Target Set

To speed up the cell mapping process, we order the cell sequence [4] as depicted in Figure 4.7. By this scheme of labeling, the cells representing the target and its neighbor region are not necessarily low in the cell numbers sequences. A low-number cell might take many mapping steps to arrive at the target. Since the sorting procedure starts from the target, many intermediate results may have to be stored during the computation until the optimal routes are determined. We could lessen this computational burden by rearranging the order of the cells around the target cell.
As shown in Fig. 4.7, we apply the first wrapping layer which is a set of 3-dimensional rectangular cells immediately surrounding the target. Assume \( y = 13 \) for the target, then the cells of the first layer have \( y = 13 \) or \( y = 12 \). The second wrapping layer is a set of rectangular cells and the second layer cells have \( y = 13, 12 \) or 11. The higher number layers are defined in a similar way.

In the wrapping layers, we arrange the cells by the following sequence: First we number cells in the negative \( x \) direction, followed by the positive \( x \) direction with respect to the target cell. Second, cells are numbered from the negative \( \phi \) direction to the positive \( \phi \) direction. Third, cells displaced in the \( y \) direction are numbered. Proper care should be taken, of course, to include the corner cells of the layer such as cell numbers 13, 14, 15, 16 in the wrapping layer 2.

### 4.2.5 Discriminate Rule (or sorting) based on the Objective Function

During the sorting procedure, which is equation (2.6) in Section 2.1, we use minimization of the path length as the object function. If there are two shortest paths to the target, then the one having a smaller number of control switching is selected.
Figure 4.7 Arrangement of the cell processing order around the target with wrapping layers
4.2.6 Selection of Moving Direction of Vehicle

One of our goals of cell mapping is to get global control information such that the optimal paths are not very sensitive to the initial state. For this purpose, first only a backward movement of the vehicle is allowed until all the cells are processed. Among the processed cells, one set of cells is determined as reachable cells in their paths are connected to the target cells. The other set of cells are unreachable cells (i.e. cells which cannot reach the target). The paths of the unreachable cells are not connected to the target but to the sink cell (outside the domain region) because of the dynamic and other physical constraints, i.e., limitation of steering angle of the vehicle and the closed walls of the loading zone. If there are unreachable cells after the process allowing backward movements, then we allow forward movement of a vehicle to the previously obtained reachable cells.

4.2.7 Cell Mapping Results

After cell mapping of the vehicle parking problem, a total of 5,229 cells are found as controllable cells to the target cell when one switching of the vehicle moving direction is allowed. Among them, cells numbered 0 through 2,371 are determined as reachable cells to the target with only backward motion.

Cells numbered 2,372 to 5,229 need initially forward motion and then backward motion to reach the target. They are determined as follows: initially moving forward until they are connected to the previously determined cells which can reach the target with only backward motion, i.e. cells 0 through 2,371. The quantity of information obtained
in this problem is so large that it is impossible to express the result like Figures 4.3 and 4.4 in the ship navigation problem.

Table 4.2 shows the selected cell data from the obtained control table. The fields of the Table 4.2 are referred to in Section 2.1.3. The field of movedir is a special field for this particular problem. It represents the moving direction of a car. Backward has 0 value and forward has 1, respectively. The coordinates of each cell are represented by \((x, y, \phi)\).

For example, cell \(z_8\) is located at \((13, 13, 5)\) of the cell coordinates. It maps to the image cell \(z_7\) with the control of 0 degree and only backward movement. Eight steps are needed for it to move to the target which is \(z_0\). Cell \(z_{2,371}\) maps to the image cell \(z_{2,245}\) with the control of 30 degree steering angle and only backward motion. It needs 17 steps to reach the target. The trajectory from cell \(z_{2,373}\) moves to the image cell \(z_1\) with 30 degree steering angle and forward moving direction. Then, it moves to the target with the control of 0 degree and backward moving direction. We can visualize the above mentioned mapping with Figures 4.8 and 4.9. Figures 4.8 through 4.9 show the results with 10 different initial vehicle positions \((x, y, \phi)\).
Table 4.2 Optimal control cell data for the car parking problem

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$z_{(i)}$</th>
<th>$x$</th>
<th>$\phi$</th>
<th>$y$</th>
<th>$u$</th>
<th>$s_i$</th>
<th>$I_i$</th>
<th>movedir</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| | | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2,365</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1719</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,366</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1720</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,367</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2341</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,368</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2342</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,369</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2343</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,370</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2344</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,371</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2345</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,372</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,373</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,374</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,375</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| | | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5,225</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4350</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,226</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>4353</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,227</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4822</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,228</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4837</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,229</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>4849</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$z_i$: cell order, $I_i$ is image cell number, $u$ is discrete control, $s_i$ is step numbers to the target.
Figure 4.8 shows the car trajectories for 5 different initial locations, which are located at \(x = 1.6, y = 1.6,\) and \(\phi = -80 + 85 \times i \ (i = 0..4).\) The corresponding cell coordinates of these locations are \(z_x = 4\) and \(z_y = 4.\) The purpose of using these locations is to set the vehicle close to the boundary of the loading dock. For example, at the position of Figure 4.8 (b), where \(x = 1.6, y = 1.6,\) and \(\phi = 5\) degrees, the car successfully arrives at the desired target with only backward motion. At the position of Figure 4.8 (e), where \(x = 1.6, y = 1.6,\) and \(\phi = 260\) degrees, the car initially moves forward 14 steps to avoid collision with the left wall of the loading dock and changes the moving direction to backward.

Figure 4.9 shows the car trajectories for the other 5 different initial locations, which are \(x = 1.6, y = 4.0,\) and \(\phi = -80 + 85i \ (i = 0..4).\) For example, at \(x = 1.6, y = 4.0,\) and \(\phi = -80\) degrees, the car successfully arrives at the desired position with only backing motion. At the location shown in Figure 4.9 (c), \(x = 1.6, y = 4.0,\) and \(\phi = 90\) degrees, the car initially moves forward instead of backward. The car then turns right near the left-lower corner of the loading zone. Then, it moves backward to the target. At the location of Figure 4.9 (e), \(x = 1.6, y = 4.0,\) and \(\phi = 260\) degrees, the vehicle initially moves forward many steps to avoid collision with the upper wall of the loading dock and then changes the moving direction near the loading dock.

Figure 4.10 shows the reachable cells in the discrete cell state space. The cell regions of black colored represent reachable cells. The white colored regions are unreachable regions. Figure 4.11 represents the reachable cells with backward movements. The cell regions of black color represent backward movements of a car.
Figure 4.8 Car paths for 5 different initial locations. The car starts from the same position but different orientations.
Figure 4.9 Car paths for 5 different initial locations. The car starts from the same position but different orientations.
Figure 4.10 Reachable cells in the discrete cell state space. The cell regions of black color represent reachable cells. The white colored regions are unreachable regions.
Figure 4.11 Reachable cells of backward movements. The cell regions of black color represent backward movements of a car.
4.3 Grouping Trajectories and the Generated Fuzzy Controller of the Ship Navigation Problem

This section shows the simulation results of the generated fuzzy controller for the ship navigation problem that is dealt with in Section 4.1. We will first discuss the construction of trajectory groups. Then, the performance of the generated fuzzy controller will be shown. The total number of cells is 441 as described in Section 4.1. The total number of trajectories is 108 using the Trajectory Determining Procedure described in Section 3.1. Among them, there are 91 trajectories which are type I and 17 trajectories that are type II. We use $\beta_r = 3.5$ as the threshold value. The generation of trajectory groups is performed with the Grouping Procedure described in Section 3.3. There are 51 groups of trajectories. The total number of cells contained in these groups of trajectories is 212. Figure 4.12 shows the resultant grouping of the optimal trajectories.

After designing the fuzzy rule base and the membership functions based on the groups, a global fuzzy controller is constructed. We use the highest control level of each group in the THEN-Part of a fuzzy rule in Section 3.4.2. In the simulations, we choose the following for the fuzzy system: 1) The rule base is the Mamdani type, 2) The implication is the Min-operation, 3) The defuzzification is based on the center of gravity, 4) A symmetric trapezoidal function is used for the shape of the membership function of the IF-Part and a symmetric triangular function is used for the shape of the membership function of the THEN-Part. Figure 4.13 shows the rule base of the constructed fuzzy controller with the membership functions in $X_1$, $X_2$, and $u$ axes based on groups.

Figure 4.14 shows the trajectories to the target from 16 different initial locations. It illustrates that the motion simulation results of using the fuzzy controller approximate
those of the table-based optimal controller in Section 4.1. In all of the 16 initial locations, which are represented by the black circles, the ship is able to successfully move to the target region which is represented by the black rectangle.

Figure 4.15 (a) represents the control activity of a selected trajectory starting from location #16. The horizontal axis is the number of moving steps of the ship from the initial location to the target. The vertical axis is the steering angles in the range between 0 and 2\(\pi\). The control action is depicted by the steering angle between 3.92 radians and 4.31 radians for the trajectory, similar to that shown in Fig. 4.4.

Figure 4.15 (b) shows the number of rules used in each moving step. For example, 4 fuzzy rules are used at the fifth moving step of the ship.
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**Figure 4.12** Selected trajectories and their cells by grouping trajectories
Figure 4.13 The rule base of a global fuzzy control
Figure 4.13 The rule base of a global fuzzy control (continued)
Figure 4.13 The rule base of a global fuzzy control (continued)
Figure 4.13 The rule base of a global fuzzy control (continued)
Figure 4.14 Simulated trajectories for the ship navigation control with 16 initial different locations by the global fuzzy controller.
Figure 4.15 (a) Control activity of a trajectory starting from location #16 in Fig. 4.14. (b) The number of rules used in each step.
4.4 Grouping Trajectories and the Generated Fuzzy Controller of the Car Parking Control Problem

This section shows the simulation results of the car parking control problem which is dealt with in Section 4.2. Again, we will discuss that trajectory groups and the performance of the generated fuzzy controller. After grouping of the trajectories, there are 68 groups of trajectories. The threshold value $\beta_r$ is set at 3.0. Among the 68 groups, 31 groups of trajectories are shown in Figure 4.16. Figure 4.17 shows the membership functions of the car parking fuzzy controller.

Figure 4.16 Representative groups of trajectories based on the cell mapping. (a) shows the 6 longest trajectories, (b) shows the next 12 longest trajectories, and (c) shows the next 13 longest trajectories.
Figure 4.16 Representative groups of trajectories based on the cell mapping (continued). (a) shows the 6 longest trajectories, (b) shows the next 12 longest trajectories, and (c) shows the next 13 longest trajectories.
Figure 4.17 Membership functions of the car parking fuzzy controller. (a) $x$ axis (b) $\phi$ axis. (c) $y$ axis
Figures 4.18 and 4.19 compare the simulated trajectories using the table-based controller with those using the fuzzy controller for the car parking problem. There are 14 different trajectories starting from different locations in the parking lot. For most of the trajectories, the result of the optimal fuzzy controller approximates that of the table based optimal controller, with 68 rules used in the fuzzy controller and a data table of 2,371 cells in the table-based controller. The table-based controller fails to reach the target from locations 8, 11, and 12. The fuzzy controller fails to reach the target from locations 8, 11, 12 and 14.

Figure 4.20 represents the control activity of a sample trajectory which starts from location #2 of Figures 4.18 and 4.19. The horizontal axis is the number of moving steps of the car from the starting location to the target location. The vertical axis shows the steering angles. Both the steering angle and the number of steps to the target are similar for the two types of optimal controllers.
Figure 4.18 Simulated trajectories for the car parking control problem with 14 different locations using table-based controller.

Figure 4.19 Simulated trajectories for the car parking control problem with 14 different locations using a fuzzy controller.
Figure 4.20 Control activity of a simulated trajectory (a) using the table-based controller, and (b) using the fuzzy controller.
CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

In this dissertation, a cell mapping based systematic method is developed to generate a fuzzy controller for global optimal control of dynamic systems. The systematic method constructs groups of optimal trajectories based on optimal control and path data obtained in terms of cell to cell mapping. This reduces the complexity of constructing a global fuzzy controller compared with generating fuzzy rules based on control data for all the cells in the cell space.

A trajectory group consists of a set of trajectories whose statistical properties are similar. The statistical properties are the mean location, its standard deviation, and the main control level of a trajectory group. Based on these statistical properties, we can create fuzzy membership functions for each trajectory group. To extract the statistical properties of a group, we developed the following procedure:

(1) To derive trajectory, each cell is characterized as an initial, a simple, or a merged cell. A trajectory is a connection of cells from an initial cell to a merged cell via simple cells or from a merged cell to another merged cell via simple cells.

(2) Two features of a trajectory are used as a quantitative measure to determine the similarity of two trajectories: i) Locations of the start and end of the trajectory, and ii) The two highest control levels of the cells in the trajectory. Based on these two features, grouping of similar trajectories is performed using statistical pattern synthesis.
(3) The extracted trajectory groups are used to generate a global fuzzy controller.

A ship navigation problem and a car parking problem are used to demonstrate the applicability of the developed method for 2 and 3 dimensional control problems, respectively. Simulation results show that the performance of the fuzzy controller approximates that of the table-based controller, despite that a small number of rules is used in the fuzzy controller while a data table of a large number of cells is used in the table-based controller.
APPENDIX

/* *****************************/
/*
/*  Cell-to-Cell Mapping for a Ship Navigation Problem */
/*
/* *****************************/

#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <time.h>

#define Noc 2
#define Nm 3
#define Non 2
#define Noct 4
#define mfn 16
#define chn 3
#define null (char *) 0
#define PI (3.14159265)

float hq, hqv, rqv, tsv, xmargin, ymargin, abc1, abc2;
int ntl1, idn, unc, n1, n2, ntl2, hno, vno, ce2[2], utp, imp, q[2], k[2], type1, chkcell[4];

struct cell {
    int cor[2];
    int cout[2];
    int ctrl[Noct]; /* u{1,2,...,16}, time interval to i.cell, step #, switching */
    int cost;
    int dva;
    int imrg;
} cmap;

struct cell *order[442];
struct cell *temp[500];

struct utr { int cor[2]; } unmap;
struct utr *utrl[1000];
int uten[800][2];

void wrapping_layer(FILE *fp);
void optimal_cell_mapping(float u[], FILE *fp);
void cellmap(float u[], int ctrl[], int cout[], int cost[], int);
void pointmapping(float u[], float f[], float v[]);
int pindex(float f[]);
int alcell(int cell[]), int cor[], int ctrl[], int cost[], int imrg, int flag, FILE *fp);
int choos(int npt[][], int np);
int ntoq(int nv[]), float v[];
int qton(float v[], int nv[]);
int qtoij(float v[], int nv[]);
int ijtoq(int nv[]), float v[];
int ijton(int cell[]);
int ntoij(int n, int ce[]);
char **create_matrix(int row_n, int col_n, int element_size);
void free_matrix(char **matrix, int row_n);
int find(int ce[]), int;
int found(int ce[]), int;

/* *****************************/
/*
/* *****************************/

void wrapping_layer(FILE *fp) {
    int j1, j1, ce[Noc];
    char st[Nm];
    float u[Noc];
int wrap, i, j, k, m, n, nn, j2, ce1[200][2];

wrap = (int)(n/2+0.5);

for(i=0; i<wrap; i++) {/* start of #1*/
    k[0]=2*i+1; k[1]=2*i+1;
    j2=(k[0]+2)*(k[1]+2) - k[0]*k[1];
    q[0]=ce2[0]-i; q[1]=ce2[1]-i;
    for(j=0; j<k[0]; j++) { ce1[j][0]=q[0]-j; ce1[j][1]=q[1]+j; } /* following four lines are used to */
    for(n=0; n<k[1]; n++) { mm=n+k[0]+k[1]+n; ce1[nn][0]=q[0]+n; ce1[nn][1]=q[1]+k[1]; } /* */
    ce1[nn+1][0]=q[0]-1; ce1[nn+1][1]=q[1]-1;
    ce1[nn+2][0]=q[0]-1; ce1[nn+2][1]=q[1]+k[1];
    ce1[nn+3][0]=q[0]+k[1]; ce1[nn+3][1]=q[1]+k[1];
    ce1[nn+4][0]=q[0]+k[1]; ce1[nn+4][1]=q[0]-k[1];
    chckcell[0]=ce1[nn+1][1]; /* check whether its image cell is */
    chckcell[2]=ce1[nn+3][0]; /* out of wrapping layer. The cm() */
    chckcell[3]=ce1[nn+3][1]; /* routine is used to and temporal utem[] discarded*/
    for (j1=0; j1<j2; j1++) {
        ce[0]=ce1[j1][0]; ce[1]=ce1[j1][1];
        utr=0;
        if(find(ce,-1)==0) continue;
        if(type1==0) if(found(ce,-1)>) continue;
        ntoq(ce,u);
        optimal_cell_mapping(v,f);
    }
}
return(0);
}/* wrapping_layer */

optimal_cell_mapping(float u[Noc], FILE *fp) {

    int j, k, m, n, np, f, st, m, j2;
    int ntyp[mfn][nfn],ctrl[Noc],cost[2], cot[Noc],cin[Noc],cout[Noc];
    float v[Noc];
    struct *info1;
    char st[Nm];

    f=0;
    np=0;
    k=0;
    qtoj(u,cin);
    if(find(cin,-1)>) return(m);
    ntoq(cin,u);
    for(i=0; i<16; i++) {
        ctrl[0]=i;
    for(n=0; n<Noc; n++) v[n]=u[n];
    if((f+1)=cm(v,ctrl,cout,cost,0)) f=0; st=st; }
    else{
        if(m1=find(cout,-1))==0 { cost[0]=order[m1]-cost;
            cost[1]=order[m1]-dva;
            ctrl[0]=ctrl[0];
            ctrl[3]=abs((int)(order[m1]->ctrl[0] - ctrl[0]));
        }
    }
}
if ((n = alocel(cin,cout,ctrl,cost,m1,-1,fp))>0) printf("Alo.err");
npt[np++]='i';
}
else{
  m=0;
  if(uptr==0){
    for(n=0;n<2;n++) utem[uptr][n]=cin[n];
    uptr++;
  }
  else for(n=0;n<uptr;n++)
    if((utem[n][0]==cout[0]) && (utem[n][1]==cout[1])){m=1;break;}
  if(!m){
    for(n=0;n<2;n++) utem[uptr][n]=cout[n];
    uptr++;
    optimal_cell_mapping(v,fp);
    if((cin[0]==3) && (cin[1]==16)) printf("cin[0]=%d",cin[0]);
    if((m1=find(cout,-1))>=0){
      cost[0]=order[m1]->cost;
      cost[1]=order[m1]->dva;
      ctrl[0]=ctrl[0];
      ctrl[3]=abs((int)(order[m1]->ctrl[0] - ctrl[0]));
      if ((n = alocel(cin,cout,ctrl,cost,m1,-1,fp))>0) printf("also. error");
      npt[np++]=='i';
    }
  }
}
}

if(np>0){
  j=chos(npt,np);
  cost[0]=temp[j]->cost;
  cost[1]=temp[j]->dva;
  for(n=0;n<4;n++) ctrl[n]=temp[j]->ctrl[n];
  for(n=0;n<Noc;++n) cout[n]=temp[j]->cout[n];
  if ((n = alocel(cin,cot,ctrl,cost,imap,1,fp))>0)return(-1);
  for(i=0;i<np;i++) free(temp[i-imp]);
  return(0);
}

info1=(struct utr *)malloc((sizeof(unmap)));
if(info1==NULL){printf("error in cellmap\n");exit(1);
  info1->cor[0]=cin[0]; info1->cor[1]=cin[1];
  utr[unc]=info1;
  unc++;
  return(lst);
}
/* of optimal_cell_mapping */
/* ******************************************* */
/* */
/* */
/* ******************************************* */


cellmap(float u[Noc],int ctrl[Noc],int cout[Noc],int cost[2],int type)
{
  int i,cin[Noc],Im,q1;
  int kkk=0;
  float v[Noc],f[3],cost,dv;
  char nt[Nm];
  f[0]=-1.0*(1.0*ctrl[0]) - (2.0*ctrl[0]) - (PI*ctrl[0])/8.0;/*-0.3926;*/
  f[1]=kkk*1.0/*ctrl[1]*ssc; 95.11.08*/
  if(idn==25)
    printf("idn=%d",idn);
  qton(u,cin);
  if(pmap(u,v)<0) return(-1);
  cout[2];
}
ch:
qttof(v,cout);
for(i=0;i<2;i++)
 if(cin[i]!=cout[i]) break;
if(i==1)
 i=((kk++)>4 return(16);
pointmapping(v,fv);
cst+=f[2];
goto ch;
}
}

f[1]=(kk+1)*tsc/*(kk+1)*f[1],*/
for(i=0;i< Nocci++) u[i]=v[i];
if((cout[0]==m1 || cout[1]==m2)) return(2);
if((cout[0]==0 || cout[1]==0)) return(8);
if type =0{

if((cout[0]<chkcell[0]) || (cout[1]>chkcell[2])) return(4);/*95.11.12*/
 if((cout[1]<chkcell[1]) || (cout[1]>chkcell[3])) return(4);
}

f[2]=cost;

cost[0]=pdex(f);
ntoq(cout,u);
div=fabs((u[0]-v[0])/h*1.0);
div=div+fabs((u[1]-v[1])/h*1.0);
cost[1]=int(div);
for (i=0;i< Nocci++) u[i]=v[i];
ctrl[1]=int(((f[0]/tsc)+*0.000001*/0.0);
return(0);
}/* cellmap */

/* ***************************************************************
 /*
 /* Grouping Optimal Trajectories for a Ship Navigation Problem
 /*
 /*
 /* ***************************************************************

#define numlevels 16
#define numtraj 21
#define loadn 18
#define Max_Auto Class 100
#define TOO_MANY_CLASSES 1
int Next_Auto Class;
#define numfv 4 /* The # of feature vector *f v*/
#define numfvs 5 /* The # of 2 highest control levels+2 loc.+step*/
#define change_dir 997

typedef struct path{
 int cor[numcells];
 int image;
 int step;
 int ctrl; /* control input */
 int merged;
 int transient;
 int trans_step;
 int pre_check;
 int trajectory/* trajectory which include this cell */
 int group; /* group which include this cell */
 int m_dir; /* moving direction(forward,backward)*/
 int flag;
 int fun_in;
} pathmap;

typedef struct trajectory{
 int type; /* 0 is merge 1 is init->merge */
 int domain;
 int image;
}
int step;
int level[numlevels];
group; /* group which include this trajectory */
) TRAJECTORY;
struct trajectory *traj[150];
struct class_list_entry {
int type;
int ctrl;
int traj_num; /* the trajectory number */
float *fv; /* The feature vector Coordinates for he start and end of trajectory int x[numcells],y[],p[]: */
float *fv1; /* The feature vector Control levels */
float xmean[numcells];
float xstd[numcells];
struct class_list_entry *next;
) GROUPS;
struct class_list_entry *auto_classes[Max_Auto_Class];
typedef struct repretraj {
int cor[numcells];
int ctrl; /* control input */
float xmean[numcells];
float xstd[numcells];
group;
int traj;
}repretrajmap;
struct repretraj *repre_cell[500];
void check(int,int,int,int,int);
void sort(int total_n_cells);
void add_information(int, int type);
int compare(int,int,int,image_cell,int);
int diff(int domain,int image_cell);
void store(int,int,int);
int load_store_group(int);
int load(int);
void add_node(int,int,int);
void sort(int);
void connect(int);
int sort2(int,int,int,int);
void add_traj(int,int,int);
void  teomect(int,int,int,int out[list]);
float distance_e_n (float *fv1, float *fv2, int int *error_code,int);
float *alloc_fv (int n, int *error_code);
double *alloc_dv (int n, int *error_code);
int *alloc_iv (int n, int *error_code);
int *insert_class(struct class_list_entry **list, float *fv, int n, float *fv1, int n1, int *error_code,int);
void compute_centroid(struct class_list_entry **list, int n,int,int *error_code,int);
void recompute_centroid(struct class_list_entry **list,int n,int, int *error_code,int);
int classify_auto (struct class_list_entry **list, float *fv,int n, float thr,float *fv1,int n, float, int *error_code,int,int);
float *alloc_traj(int,int,int *error_code,int);
int count_traj (struct class_list_entry **list,int,int);
int group trajectories(int);
int traj_check(void);
void incert_cell(int group,int traj);
int account_traj (struct class_list_entry **list,int,int,FILE *fp);
void freestruct(struct class_list_entry **list,int);
int xyptojk(float v[numcells],int nv[numcells]) ;
int jkxypt(float nv[numcells],float v[numcells]);

/* ***************************************************************************/
/*
/*

*/
void sort(int total_n_cells){
int image_cell;
for(int=total_n_cells; i >= 0; i--){
    image_cell =order[i];}image;
if(order[image_cell]->pre_check>0){
    add_information(image_cell,0);
    continue;
}
compare(i,image_cell,0);/* step=0 */
}

/* *******************************************/
/*                                             */
/* *******************************************/

void add_node(int cell,int type)
{
    if(type ==0) order[cell]->flag = 1;
    if(type ==1 )
    {
        printf("cell \%d \n",cell);
        order[cell]->fan_in ++;
    }
}

/* *******************************************/
/*                                             */
/* *******************************************/

void tconnect(int dcell,int ntraj,int type,int out[loadn]){%
    int i,j,k,mr,order[dom_cell].image,level,ctrl[numlevels],flag;
    for(j=0; j<numlevels; j++) ctrl[j]=0;
    i=0;flag =1;
    dom_cell =dcell;
    level = order[dom_cell]->ctrl;
    if(SIMULATION_TYPE==ShipNavigation){
        for(k=0; k<numlevels; k++)
        {
            if(level==k) ctrl[k]++;break;
        }
    }
    else{
        for(k=0; k<numlevels; k++)
        {
            if((level==(15*k-30)))(ctrl[k]++;break;
        }
    }
    i++;

    while(flag ){
        image_cell = order[dom_cell]->image;
        mr = order[image_cell]->merged;
        order[image_cell]->trajectory = ntraj;
        if(type==0){/*if the domain cell is a merged cell*/
            if((mr==0 || image_cell==0)){
                image_cell = dom_cell;flag =0;
            }
        }
    }
    /* this line for sort2() not duplicate*/
    order[image_cell]->m_dir=change_dir;
    dom_cell =image_cell;
else /* if the domain cell is an initial cell */
    if (mr!=0 | image_cell==0)
        image_cell = dom_cell; flag =0;
    else {
        level = order[image_cell]->ctrl;
        if (SIMULATION_TYPE==0)
            for(k=0; k<numlevels; k++)
                if(level=k)[ctrl[k]]++;break;
        else {
            for(k=0; k<numlevels; k++)
                if(level=(15*k-30))[ctrl[k]]++;break;
        }
        i++;
        dom_cell = image_cell;
    }
}

out[0]= image_cell;/* image cell which locate before the merged cell */
out[1]= i;/* steps from domain cell to image cell of a trajectory */
for(j=2; j<loadn; j++) out[j]=ctrl[i-2];
/* accumulated control levels for similarity checking */

/****************************************************************************
/* Create a new class list entry for the given feature vector nd insert it into the singly linked list LIST. Return a pointer to the new entry */
struct class_list_entry *insert_class (struct class_list_entry **list, float *fv, int n,
float *fv1, int n1, int *error_code, int trajn)
{
    int i;
    struct class_list_entry *x;
    float *fv2, *fv3;
    *error_code = 0;
    x = (struct class_list_entry *) malloc(sizeof(struct class_list_entry));
    if (x == 0) {
        *error_code = OUT_OF_STORAGE;
        return 0;
    }
    fv2 = alloc_fv(numfv1, error_code);
    if (*error_code) return 0;
    for (i=0; i<n; i++) fv2[i] = fv[i];
    fv3 = alloc_fv(numfv1s, error_code);
    if (*error_code) return 0;
    for (i=0; i<n1; i++) fv3[i] = fv1[i];
    x->fv = fv2;
    x->fv1 = fv3;
    x->traj_num = trajn;
    x->type = traj[trajn]->type;
    x->next = 0;
    for(i=0; i<numcells; i++) x->mean[i] = 999.0;
    for(i=0; i<numcells; i++) x->std[i] = 999.0;
    x->ctrl = -999;
    if (*list == 0) *list = x;
    return x;
}
else {
    x->next = *list;
    *list = x;
}
return x;
}

//****************************************************************************

int classify_auto (struct class_list_entry **list, float *fv, int n, float thr, float *fv1, int n1, float thr1, int *error_code, int trajn, int type) {
    float *x,*z1, dsave, d, d1,d2,d3;
    struct class_list_entry *x;
    int i, class;

    *error_code = 0;
    z = alloc_fv (n, error_code);
    if (*error_code) return -1;
    z1 = alloc_fv (n1, error_code);
    if (*error_code) return -1;
    for (i=0; i<n; i++) z[i] = fv[i];
    for (i=0; i<n1; i++) z1[i] = fv1[i];

    if (list[0] == 0) {/* Empty list; insert FV */
        x = insert_class
            (&(list[0])), z, n,z1, n1, error_code, trajn);
        Next_Auto_Class = 1;
        compute_centroid (&(list[0]), n,n1, error_code, trajn);
        if (*error_code) return -1;
        return 0;
    } else {
        class = -1; dsave = 1.0e15;
        for(i=0; i<Next_Auto_Class; i++){
            x = list[i];
            /* following line is for matching types of traj */
            if(traj[trajn]->type != x->type) continue;
            d = distance_e_n (fv, x->fv, n, error_code,0);
            d1 = distance_e_n (fv1, x->fv1, n1, error_code,1);

            if (d < thr) {
                /*d1 = distance_e_n (fv1, x->fv1, n1, error_code,1); */
                if (d1 < dsave) {
                    dsave = d1;
                    class = i;
                }
            }
        }

        if (dsave > thr) { /* Create a new class */
            insert_class (&(list[Next_Auto_Class]), z,n,z1, n1, error_code, trajn);
            if (*error_code) return -1;
            compute_centroid (&(list[0]), n,n1, error_code, trajn);
            if (*error_code) return -1;
            if (Next_Auto_Class > Max_Auto_Class) {
                *error_code = TOO_MANY_CLASSES;
                return -1;
            }
            class = Next_Auto_Class;
            Next_Auto_Class++;
        } else {
            insert_class (&(list[class]), z,n,z1,n1, error_code, trajn);
            if (*error_code) return -1;
            recompute_centroid (&(list[class]), n,n1, error_code, trajn);
        }
    }
}
if (*error_code) return -1;
}
}
return class;

/* *************************************************************/
/* */
/* */
/* *************************************************************/

int group_trajectories(int total_trajectory){
  FILE *fp3;
  int i,j,k=0,sum,error_code,ij,ij,suml,l;
  float *fv,*fv1,th,th1;
  for(i=0;ii<1; ii++){
    for(jj = 0; jj< l; jj++){
      printf("Start of autoclass i= %3d j= %3d,th= %4.3f th1= %4.3fn",ii,jj,th,th1);
      for(i=0; i=total_trajectory; i++){
        fv = alloc_traj(num_fv,i,&error_code,0);
        if (error_code) {printf("Error in class_11n");return -1;}
        fv1 = alloc_traj(num_fv1s,i,&error_code,1);
        if (error_code) {printf("Error in class_12n");return -1;}
        classify_auto (auto_classes,fv,num_fv,th,fv1,num_fv1s,th1,&error_code,i,i);
        if (error_code) {printf("Error in class_13n");return -1;}
      }
      printf("Next_Auto_Class= %d ", Next_Auto_Class);
      sum=0;suml=0; j=0; i=0;
      for(i=0; i<Next_Auto_Class; j++){
        if((j=count_traj(auto_classes,i,0))>=0){
          k++;
          if(j>=1) l=acount_traj(auto_classes,i,1,fp3);
        }
        sum=sum+j; suml=suml+l;
      }
      fclose(fp3);
    }
  }
}

/* *************************************************************/
/* */
/* */
/* *************************************************************/

struct fuzzmemb{
  float fmin,fmax; /*global universe of intercourse */
  float fmean; /* centroid of cell group regions */
  float fsg; /* standard deviation from centroid of groups of cells */
};
typedef unsigned char UBYTE;
typedef signed char SBYTE;
typedef UBYTE FUBYTE;
typedef signed long SLONG;
typedef SBYTE FSBYTE;

int *Triangular(struct fuzzmemb *fx);
int *Trapezoida(struct fuzzmemb *fx);
void GenerateFuzzyRulebase(void);
int **create_imatrix(int row_n,int col_n,int element_size);
void ** free_imatrix(int **matrix,int row_n);
int **fuzzy_set_matrix;
in *fuzzy_rule_matrix;
void GenerateFuzzyRulebase(void)
{
    FILE *fp;
    int i,j,m1,m2,k,error_code,*tmp,flag;
    /* m1 is the maximum possible number of groups for fuzzy sets */
    struct fuzzymemb *fx;
    float xmean,xstd,Ymax,Ymin,Xmax,Xmin,Pmax,Pmin;

    if (SIMULATION_TYPE == ShipNavigation)
    {
        Ymax = 1.05;
        Ymin = -1.05;
        Xmax = 1.05;
        Xmin = -1.05;
        Pmax = 4.712389;
        Pmin = -1.5707963;
    }
    else
    {
        Ymax = 0.4*Total_Cells;
        Ymin = 0.0;
        Xmax = 0.4*Total_Cells;
        Xmin = 0.0;
        Pmax = 4.712389;
        Pmin = -1.5707963;
    }
    flag=0;

    if (Next_Auto_Class == 0)
    {
        m1=load_store_group(); Next_Auto_Class=m1; flag=1;
        m2=m1;
        if(fuzzy_set_matrix!=NULL) free_imatrix(fuzzy_set_matrix,numcells*m2);
        if(fuzzy_rule_matrix!=NULL) free(fuzzy_rule_matrix);
        fuzzy_set_matrix=(int **)create_imatrix(numcells*m2,256,sizeof(int));
        error_code=0;
    }
    if(error_code) { printf("Error in class_t12\n"); exit(1); }

    m1=0;
    for(i=0;i<Next_Auto_Class;i++)
    {
        if(auto_classes[i]->xmean[0]<=-999.0)
        {
            for(j=0;j<numcells;j++)
            {
                if((fx = (struct fuzzymemb *)malloc(sizeof(struct fuzzymemb)))==0)
                    { printf("error in generate_fuzzy_rulebase()\n"); exit(0); }
                xmean=auto_classes[i]->xmean[j];
                xstd=auto_classes[i]->xstd[j];

                if(SIMULATION_TYPE == ShipNavigation)
                {
                    if(i==0) {fx->fmean=Xmax;fx->fmin=Xmin;}
                    else { fx->fmean=Ymax;fx->fmin=Ymin; }
                } else
                {
                    if(i==0) {fx->fmean=Xmax;fx->fmin=Xmin;}
                    else if(i==1) {fx->fmean=Pmax;fx->fmin=Pmin;}
                    else { fx->fmean=Ymax;fx->fmin=Ymin; }
                }
                fx->fmean=xmean;fx->fstd=xstd;

                tmp=Trapzoidal(fx);
                for(k=0;k<256;k++)fuzzy_set_matrix[numcells*m1+j+j][k]=tmp[k];
            }
        }
    }
}
/*auto_classes[group]->fv1[2] is the highest control level used for
  the representative trajectory*/
if(flag==1)fuzzy_rule_matrix[m1]=auto_classes[i]->ctrl;
else fuzzy_rule_matrix[m1]=(int)(auto_classes[i]->fv1[2]);
m1++;
}
load_store_fuzzyset(m2,0);

int ** create_imatrix(int row_n,int col_n,int element_size)
{
  int **matrix,i;

  matrix=(int **)malloc(sizeof(int *)*row_n);
  if(matrix==NULL){ printf("error in create_imatrix\n"); exit(1); }

  for(i=0;i<row_n;i++){
    matrix[i]=(int *)malloc(element_size*col_n);
    if(matrix[i]==NULL) { printf("error in create_imatrix\n"); exit(1); }
  }
  return(matrix);
}

int *Triangular(struct fuzzememb *fx)
{
  /* Generate 8 bits fuzzy membership functions (0 to 255) based on given geometrical coordinates of the cells of a group. */
  int i,imaxx,iminx,imb[3],numx[2],iouty,error_code=0;
  float fmmaxx,fmminx,fscalex,slope[2];
  float fLeft,fApex,fLeft_Apex,fRight_Apex,fRight; /* data of region */
  int *temp;

  iminx=0;imaxx=255+1;
  fmmaxx=fx->fmmax;
  fmminx=fx->fmmin;
  fLeft=fx->fmean - (fx->fsig)*(7./5.);
  fApex=fx->fmean;
  fRight=fx->fmean +(fx->fsg)*(7./5.);
  if(fLeft >= fmmaxx) { printf("error in *triangular \n"); exit(1); }
  if(fRight <= fmminx) { printf("error in *triangular \n"); exit(1); }
  if(fLeft <= fmminx) fLeft=fmminx;
  if(fRight >= fmmaxx) fRight=fmmaxx;

  temp=alloc_iv(imaxx,&error_code);
  if (error_code) return 0;

  fscalex=(imaxx - iminx)/(fmmaxx-fmminx);
  imb[0]=(int)((fLeft-fmminx)*fscalex);
  numx[0]=(int)((fApex-fLeft)*fscalex);
  imb[1]=imb[0]+numx[0];
  numx[1]=(int)((fRight-fApex)*fscalex);

  for(i=0; i<imaxx; i++){
    if(i == 0) && (i < imb[0])){temp[i]=0; continue;}
    if(i >= imb[0]) && (i < imb[1])){
      slope[0]=255.0/(fApex-fLeft)*fscalex;
      iouty = (int)(slope[0]*((i-fLeft)*fscalex));
    }else{ /* other cases */
      iouty = 255-
    }
  }
}
if(louty < 0) temp[i]=0;
else if(louty>255) temp[i]=255;
else temp[i]=louty;
continue;
}
else if(i>=imb[1]) && (i < imb[2]){
slope[1]=255/((Right-FLAPEX)*fscale);
louty = (int)(slope[1]*(i-(FLAPEX*fscale)))+255;
if(louty < 0) temp[i]=0;
else if(louty>255) temp[i]=255;
else temp[i]=louty;
continue;
}
else if(i>=imb[2]) && (i < 256)temp[i]=0;
}
return(temp);
}/* of *Triangular */

int *Trapezoidal(struct fzmemb *fx)
{
/* Generate 8 bits fuzzy membership functions (0 to 255) based on given geometrical coordinates of the cells of a group.*/
int i,imaxx,iminx,imb[4],numx[3],louty,error_code=0;
float fmaxx,fminx,fscale,_slope[2];/* global data */
float fLeft, fLApex, fRApex, fRight;
float fLLeft_Apex, fRRight_Apex; /* data of region */
int *temp;

iminx=0; imaxx=255+1;
fmaxx=fx->fmax;
fminx=fx->fmin;

fLeft =fx->fmean- (fx->fsig)* (6.0/5.);
fLApex=fx->fmean- (fx->fsig)* (3.5/5.);
fRApex=fx->fmean+ (fx->fsig)* (3.5/5.);

fRight=fx->fmean+ (fx->fsig)* (6.0/5.);
if(fLLeft >= fmaxx) {printf("error in *trapezoidal \n"); exit(1);} if(fRight <= fminx) {printf("error in *trapezoidal \n"); exit(1);} if(fLeft <= fminx) fLeft=fminx;
if(fRight >= fmaxx) fRight=fmaxx;
if(fLApex < fminx) fLApex=fminx;
if(fRApex > fmaxx) RApex=fmaxx;


for(i=0; i<imaxx; i++)
{
if((i>=0) && (i < imb[0]))(temp[i]=0; continue;)
if((i >= imb[0]) && (i < imb[1])){
slope[0]=255/((fRApex-fLLeft)*fscale);
louty = (int)(slope[0]*(i-(fLLeft*fscale)));
if(louty < 0) temp[i]=0;
else if(louty>255) temp[i]=255;
else temp[i]=louty;
continue;
}
else if(i >= imb[1]) && (i < imb[2]) temp[i]=255;
else if((i >= imbf[2]) && (i < imbf[3])){
    [Code snippet]
}
else if(i==imbf[3]) & &  (i < 256))tem[i]=0;
}

else if(SIMULATION_TYPE==ShipNavigation){
    XcoordScaleFactor=(256./2.1);
    YcoordScaleFactor=(256./2.1);
    DesiredXcoordf = 0.0;
    DesiredYcoordf = 0.0;
    _XYP[0]=(int) ((xi[0]+1.05)*XcoordScaleFactor);
    _XYP[1]=(int) ((xi[1]+1.05)*YcoordScaleFactor);
    if(_XYP[0] <= 0) _XYP[0] = 0;
    else if(_XYP[0] >= 256) _XYP[0] = 256;
    if(_XYP[1] <= 0) _XYP[1] = 0;
} else { K code snippet
    XcoordScaleFactor=(256./11.5);
    YcoordScaleFactor=(256./5.5);
    PHcoordScaleFactor=(256./2*3.14159);
    DesiredXcoordf = 5.5;
    DesiredYcoordf = 5.5;
DesiredPHIcoeff = 1.57;
_XYP1[0]=(int) (xi[0])*XcoordScaleFactor;
_XYP1[2]=(int) (xi[2])*XcoordScaleFactor;
_XYP1[1]=(int) (xi[1]+1.58)*PHIcoeffScaleFactor;
if (_XYP1[0] <= 0) _XYP1[0] = 0;
else if (_XYP1[0] >= 256) _XYP1[0] = 256;
if (_XYP1[1] <= 0) _XYP1[1] = 0;
if (_XYP1[2] <= 0) _XYP1[2] = 0;
}
num[0]=0;
if(Next_Auto_Class==0)Max_fuzzy_set=m1;
else Max_fuzzy_set=check_group();
for(j=0;j<Max_fuzzy_set;j++)
for(i=0;i<numcells;i++)
_set=fuzzy_set_matrix[numcells*j+i][_XYP1[i]]; 
_XYP[i]=(double)(_set*1.0);

MaxMinID(_XYP,numcells,&maxval,&maxindex,&minval,&minindex);
rule=fuzzy_rule_matrix[j];

if (minval<0.0)
if (SIMULATION_TYPE==ShipNavigation)
rule=SteerTheta(3,inrule,0);
_SteerTheta_temp.moment += minval*rule;
_SteerTheta_temp.area += minval*SteerTheta(4,inrule,0);
} else {
rule=SteerTheta(1,inrule,1);
_SteerTheta_temp.moment += minval*rule;
_SteerTheta_temp.area += minval*SteerTheta(2,inrule,1);
}
num[0]++;
}
}
if (_SteerTheta_temp.area != 0L)
SteerTheta= ((SBYTE) (_SteerTheta_temp.moment / _SteerTheta_temp.area));
else
SteerTheta= ((SBYTE) 0);

if (SIMULATION_TYPE==ShipNavigation)
Thetaf=(SteerTheta*2.*PI)/16.;
if(Thetaf>2.*PI)Thetaf=2.*PI;
if(Thetaf<0.)Thetaf=0.0;
} else {
Thetaf=(SteerTheta*35.)/127.;
if(Thetaf>30.0)Thetaf=30.0;
if(Thetaf<-30.)Thetaf=-30.0;
}
return(Thetaf);
}*/
*/
*/
*/
long SteerTheta(int i, int Link,int type)
{
long int value;
if(type==1)
switch(Link){
case 0:Link=0;break;
case 1:Link=1;break;
case 2:Link=3;break;
case 3:Link=5;break;
}
case 4: \texttt{Link=6}; break;
    default: break;
}
}
if (i==2) {
    switch(Link)
        case 0: value = _SteerTheta_NB_chinfo.moment; break;
        case 1: value = _SteerTheta_NM_chinfo.moment; break;
        case 2: value = _SteerTheta_NS_chinfo.moment; break;
        case 3: value = _SteerTheta_ZE_chinfo.moment; break;
        case 4: value = _SteerTheta_PS_chinfo.moment; break;
        case 5: value = _SteerTheta_PM_chinfo.moment; break;
        case 6: value = _SteerTheta_PB_chinfo.moment; break;
        default: break;
    }
} else if (i==3) {
    switch(Link)
        case 0: value = _SteerAngle_00.moment; break;
        case 1: value = _SteerAngle_01.moment; break;
        case 2: value = _SteerAngle_02.moment; break;
        case 3: value = _SteerAngle_03.moment; break;
        case 4: value = _SteerAngle_04.moment; break;
        case 5: value = _SteerAngle_05.moment; break;
        case 6: value = _SteerAngle_06.moment; break;
        case 7: value = _SteerAngle_07.moment; break;
        case 8: value = _SteerAngle_08.moment; break;
        case 9: value = _SteerAngle_09.moment; break;
        case 10: value = _SteerAngle_10.moment; break;
        case 11: value = _SteerAngle_11.moment; break;
        case 12: value = _SteerAngle_12.moment; break;
        case 13: value = _SteerAngle_13.moment; break;
        case 14: value = _SteerAngle_14.moment; break;
        case 15: value = _SteerAngle_15.moment; break;
    }
} else {
    switch(Link)
        case 0: value = _SteerAngle_00.area; break;
        case 1: value = _SteerAngle_01.area; break;
        case 2: value = _SteerAngle_02.area; break;
        case 3: value = _SteerAngle_03.area; break;
        case 4: value = _SteerAngle_04.area; break;
        case 5: value = _SteerAngle_05.area; break;
        case 6: value = _SteerAngle_06.area; break;
        case 7: value = _SteerAngle_07.area; break;
        case 8: value = _SteerAngle_08.area; break;
        case 9: value = _SteerAngle_09.area; break;
        case 10: value = _SteerAngle_10.area; break;
        case 11: value = _SteerAngle_11.area; break;
        case 12: value = _SteerAngle_12.area; break;
        case 13: value = _SteerAngle_13.area; break;
        case 14: value = _SteerAngle_14.area; break;
        case 15: value = _SteerAngle_15.area; break;
    }
}
return(value);
} /* SteerTheta */
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